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Abstract 
Currency markets today are reliant on an inherent trust of 
institutions that are no longer seen as trustworthy, and currency 
as an asset itself is highly volatile and inflationary. 

A decentralised digital gold registry linked to global wholesale 
physical gold market liquidity, surrounded by institutional-
grade protections including insurance, audit, and storage, would 
allow holders to use physical gold as a highly liquid mechanism 
for trade and storage of wealth. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 The modern monetary system 

Gold initially found value as a currency however failed to 
become a scalable currency as a result of its inability to be 
easily transported and fractionalised. Fiat currency as we know 
it today has evolved away from gold backing in parallel to debt 
markets developing at high rates of growth since the great 
depression of the 1930s. 

While the modern monetary system issues currency which 
predominantly acts as a store of wealth, the modern monetary 
system does not prioritise the value of that currency as a store 
of wealth. Various policies increasing and decreasing monetary 
supply influence interest rates and have far-reaching effects 
towards inflation, employment, GDP, and overall economic 
performance and as a result of central banks and governments 
generally, increase or decrease the supply of money, and hence 
the value of money, to best stimulate the economy as opposed 
as to maximise the value of the currency itself. 

The monetary system currently has no mechanism to stabilise 
the real value of a currency and has not since August 15, 1971, 
when the US Dollar removed its gold backing allowing the US 
Federal Reserve to print as many dollars as it pleases to achieve 
various economic goals. 

While participants within the economy still have access to 
holding gold bullion as opposed to a currency, it is not a viable 
solution as a currency due to weight, utility, divisibility, 
transportability, and transaction cost. 

1.2 Paper vs physical gold 

Gold markets today are largely paper traded due to the inherent 
physical limitations of transporting, verifying, storing, and 
liquidating physical gold. Similar to paper fiat currency, paper 
gold has also been subject to risk around physical backing and 
are largely settled in fiat currency rather than physical gold 
itself, creating a market which regularly holds more paper than 
physical assets behind it. 
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Both paper gold and paper currency markets work well enough 
for most people, however they suffer from the inherent 
weakness of the trust-based model. While blockchain solutions 
have delivered liquidity, transferability, privacy, and security 
around registries within this space they have also suffered from 
the inherent weakness of the trust-based model due to lack of 
insurance, credibility, and most importantly comprehensive 
audit and security of an institutional-grade. 

2. $GOLD 

2.1 Overview 

$GOLD is a blockchain token allowing each holder a direct 
right to redeem 1 gram of gold bullion.  

$GOLD has been designed to provide the absolute benefits of 
paper gold, physical gold, and blockchain technology at an 
institutional grade to allow holders to use $GOLD in 
settlements, transfer value, and avoid risk associated with 
inflation, debt, and other monetary consequences  driven 
through government policy monetary system continues to be 
reliant on an inherent trust in entities which many market 
participants no longer inherently trust. 

By issuing $GOLD on a decentralised registry, physical gold 
bullion can be traded on a fractional basis among peer to peer 
networks.  

2.2 Tokenomics 

$GOLD is divisible by 8 decimal places allowing for the 
purchase of fractional amounts. $GOLD tokens may purchased 
or sold at global spot market price through the $GOLD portal 
(see section 6).  

As $GOLD tokens are purchased through $GOLD portal, buy 
orders on the global spot market are executed in real time and 
one new $GOLD token for every 1 gram of physical gold 
purchased is minted/created. As $GOLD tokens are sold 
through the $GOLD portal, sell orders on the global spot 
market are executed in real time and one $GOLD token is for 
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every 1 gram of physical gold sold is destroyed. Each time a 
transaction occurs, 0.12% of $GOLD tokens transacted are sent 
to the $BULLION staking pool (see section 3.4)  

The $GOLD token has no minimum or maximum issuance, and 
will always be equal to the amount of physical gold held. 

2.3 Security 

Security around physical gold for smaller holders has been a 
long-running issue and pushed many holders into paper gold 
markets, which has its own separate risks and issues around 
physical backing delivery, and liquidity. While the application 
of blockchain technology can provide solutions around security, 
privacy, and transferability – the problem with this solution is it 
gives rise to alternate risk being credibility and reliability of 
holdings, ownership, and/or access. 

Common practises to provide security around tokens have 
included vaulting, insurance on physical assets, and financial 
audit, however, these have consistently failed to provide 
absolute confidence to holders as significant risks including 
verification of assets, access, insurance, and operational risk 
including access among existing gold cryptocurrency products 
have inherently discredited attempted applications to construct 
decentralised gold registries. 

To solve the security problems inherent with the product, it is 
essential to apply an institutional-grade audit covering access, 
operations, delivery, verification, and withdrawal. In applying a 
comprehensive audit, it is vital to select a globally recognised 
leader in providing institutional audit and build the product 
accordingly in compliance to provide a product which is truly 
institutional grade and not limited to trade through unregulated 
financial exchanges. 

$GOLD tokens and underlying assets are protected through 
various mechanisms to provide absolute assurance and security 
around $GOLD to an institutional standard, while offering 
protections of a higher grade than paper, physical, and 
exchange traded gold products. 
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2.3.1 Vaulting 

All physical gold is held in institutional grade vaults located in 
Singapore, Australia, and various locations which meet 
institutional standards. 

2.3.2 Insurance 

All physical gold is insured and/or protected against theft as per 
the insurance and protection documentation provided to 
$GOLD holders on request through the $GOLD portal. 

2.3.3 Certified suppliers 

All physical gold purchased to create $GOLD tokens is 
purchased on global spot markets for physical 1kg LMBA 
(London Bullion Market Association) .999 grade gold, all 
suppl iers and grading speci f ics are avai lable a t 
www.bullionfx.com. 

2.3.4 Institutional grade audit 

$GOLD is independently audited as a preferred client by BDO 
Blockchain, a division of BDO Global. The BDO Blockchain 
audit is of an institutional grade and audit components includes 
financial, gold verification and purity, gold and blockchain 
token reconciliation and balances, smart contract security, 
among many other components continually developed. For the 
latest $GOLD audit report, or for more information about the 
audit see www.bullionfx.com. 

2.3.5 Blockchain 

The $GOLD token is developed on ERC-20, a blockchain- 
based decentralised smart contract. The ERC-20 smart contract 
is a private and decentralised network. As the blockchain 
industry further develops, it is the intention of $GOLD to 
consider the implementation or application of future 
blockchains. 

Blockchain offers $GOLD token holders absolute security 
around holdings and balances within their wallets due to its 
decentralised nature, and complete security around holdings 
while also offering $GOLD holders absolute privacy of 
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holdings and transactions, and instant transferability to any 
other holder who creates a free wallet or has an account with a 
supporting exchange or distribution partner. 

$GOLD has no management fee, and has a transaction fee of 
0.12% which is deducted in $GOLD tokens automatically when 
$GOLD tokens are transferred from one users wallet to another. 

2.4 Liquidity 

BullionFX operate market making bots to attempt to ensure 
distribution channels offer markets reflecting physical market 
spot pricing, however direct liquidity to physical LMBA market 
spot pricing including bids and offers are available through the 
BullionFX platform (see section 6). 

Through linking in global wholesale spot physical market 
pricing API’s, tokens can easily be issued or destroyed in real-
time and therefore allowing token holders the ability to 
purchase or liquidate tokens at spot price directly with the 
BullionFX platform as opposed to being reliant on finding a 
buyer within smaller marketplaces or within cryptocurrency 
exchanges. 

Spreads within the BullionFX platform are extremely tight and 
through utilising blockchain technology to offer fractional 
access to physical spot markets, holders are able to attract 
significant pricing advantage over competing paper, trading, 
listed, and physical retail gold products. 

2.5 Redemption 

$GOLD tokens represent redemption rights to physical gold. 1 
$GOLD token represents 1 gram of physical gold, redeemable 
in denominations of 1,000 tokens or 1kg of physical bullion. 
Redemption is managed in 1kg denominations due to global 
spot market pricing and assists in offering market best price. 

2.6 Fees 

Although it would be possible to charge a management fee and 
other fees for storage and provision or service, this model is 
inherently flawed in application with blockchain as $GOLD 
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tokens are secure, and therefore unable to be removed from 
user wallets to be charged a fee. 

Fees could accrue and be deducted from upcoming transactions, 
however that would be detrimental to markets as balances may 
not represent net balance after fee’s and as such transactions 
could occur where lower amounts of $GOLD arrive after 
system fees are taken out. 

$GOLD has no management fee, and has a transaction fee of 
0.12% which is deducted in $GOLD tokens automatically when 
$GOLD tokens are transferred from one users wallet to another. 

3. $BULLION 

3.1 Overview 

$BULLION is a blockchain token allowing each holder a direct 
right to participate within the $BULLION staking pool (see 
section 3.4), which accumulates $GOLD transaction fees (see 
section 2.6). 

$BULLION has been designed as a rewards mechanism to 
incentivise long term holders and distribution of $GOLD (see 
section 3.3), while also providing financial and operational 
support to the development of $GOLD.  
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3.2 Tokenomics 

The $BULLION token has a maximum issuance of 
399,888,888 tokens which will be distributed as per chart 3.2a 
and have been issued to key development partners and 
consultants, team members, and advisors. 

As $GOLD develops, $BULLION will purchase its own tokens 
to reward key distributors driving the volume of $GOLD and 
therefore maximising the value of $BULLION. 

Staked $BULLION tokens over time will accrue $GOLD 
tokens (see section 3.4). 

3.3 Incentive Scheme 

$BULLION have an ongoing incentive plan in place with key 
gold and private distributors, with KPI’s and incentives within 
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the mandated limits. distributed among approved advisors and 
partners participating in the plan. Phase 1 of the scheme is set 
to issue 10,000,000 $BULLION tokens, and it is expected to 
yield US$100m in $GOLD sales at current market price (April 
2021) representing a commission significantly larger than 
industry average. 

As distribution of $GOLD grows, the staking pool may be used 
to acquire $BULLION tokens on market to offer further 
incentive under the plan. The purpose of the Incentive plan is to 
outperform market commissions and attract $GOLD volume, 
without adding fees or spread to the price of $GOLD in order to 
be best priced in market. 

The incentive scheme will likely narrow towards market as 
$GOLD issuance rises, and $BULLION tokens become of a 
higher value. The purpose of the Incentive scheme is to 
outperform market commissions and attract $GOLD volume, 
without adding fees or spread to the price of $GOLD in order to 
be best priced in market. 

3.4 Staking Pool 

As $GOLD tokens are transacted, the transaction fee (0.12%) is 
automatically transferred to a ‘staking pool’ where it shall 
remain and be distributed on a monthly basis being the first 
Monday of each calendar month. 

In order to be eligible to receive $GOLD tokens on a monthly 
basis a user must join the staking pool (see bullionfx.com), and 
deposit their $BULLION tokens within the staking pool. 

On a monthly basis as $GOLD tokens are accrued, a portion of 
$GOLD tokens relative to the market cap of $GOLD will be 
liquidated to cover storage, insurance, audit, and operational 
costs and will be reported within the BDO audit. Remaining 
$GOLD tokens will be proportionally distributed among 
$BULLION token holders who are eligible, meaning those who 
have registered, are holding $BULLION tokens, and have had 
their $BULLION tokens within the staking pool for at least 30 
days. 
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4. Privacy 
Traditional gold products achieve privacy by limiting access to 
the information around the transaction to the parties involved 
and trusted third parties. Privacy can be maintained while 
publicly announcing transactions by keeping public keys and 
accounts anonymous. The result of this application is 
essentially retaining key information relevant to the purchase or 
sale of gold while allowing users to have absolute privacy 
around accounts, transactions, and no requirements to transact 
with the reliance of a third party allowing for private peer-to-
peer transactions. 

5. Delegated Proof of Stake 
The $GOLD token is developed on ERC-20, a blockchain- 
based decentralised smart contract. The ERC-20 smart contract 
is a private and decentralised network.  

BullionFX is implementing Hyperledger in order to solve the 
critical pain points of previous large scale blockchains 
including problems like the network getting constrained by a 
large number of false transactions and similar requests, 
spamming apps, slow speed of execution, and limited 
computing power available across the network. 

The construction of both the $GOLD and $BULLION smart 
contracts attempt to address these problems by offering more 
scalability, flexibility, and usability through its unique 
mechanism while enabling vertical and horizontal scaling of 
decentralised applications on the blockchain and continually 
adopting for industry advancement. 
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6. BullionFX Platform 

Historically the application of blockchain to gold bullion 
markets has been met with liquidity issues as owners are 
typically reliant on on-selling to market participants also reliant 
on on-selling, and in many cases are also unable to redeem 
physical assets underlying their investment. 

Liquidity from wholesale spot gold markets is easily pulled 
through as bids and offers through a platform allowing users to 
liquidate their $GOLD at global wholesale spot price. The 
application of this platform provides enormous liquidity, 
removes the requirement for the owner to find a market buyer 
for their gold, and acts as a community participant to promote 
discussion, solution, and value to the platform. 

The BullionFX Platform is an online portal allowing users to 
create an account, create a free wallet, complete KYC and 
verification, deposit funds, and buy/sell $GOLD tokens.  

6.1 Purchasing and selling $GOLD 

Any users in territories in which the portal is compliant may 
apply to create a free account, complete KYC and verification, 
deposit funds, and view live offers within the market. If funds 
are available, users are able to simply purchase $GOLD tokens 
in real time. 

Once purchased, $GOLD tokens are able to be kept in the 
BullionFX platform, subject to the terms and conditions of the 
platform, or moved to a private, cold, or exchange wallet. 
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$GOLD is able to be directly deposited into a platform account, 
and if verified users are able to view spot market bids and 
execute/sell tokens with funds credited to the account in the 
selling currency. Funds are able to be used to trade, or 
withdrawn for verified users. 

For more information including terms and conditions, and 
updates on addi t ions to funct ional i ty please see 
www.bullionfx.com 

6.2 Redemption 

Any holder of $GOLD tokens meeting the redemption criteria 
is able to redeem tokens for physical gold. To meet the criteria, 
a user must: 
  
i) hold $GOLD tokens;  
ii) be a verified member of the BullionFX portal;  
iii) redeem in denominations of 1,000 gold tokens, and;  
iv) verify redemption is legal under the current state and 

territory where it is being requested. 

F o r f u r t h e r d e t a i l o n r e d e m p t i o n , p l e a s e v i s i t 
www.bullionfx.com or request a redemption in the $GOLD 
portal. 

Redemptions do incur minimal fee’s being the cost of vault 
access, insurance, and logistics/delivery through our verified 
precious metals transport provider, no additional fee’s are added 
to the redemption cost and are not a component of the $GOLD 
smart contract in order to preserve the absolute value of 
$GOLD. 

7. Incentive structure 
It is imperative in constructing $GOLD that the best systems 
are utilised and the right community is engaged to govern, 
execute, and grow $GOLD distribution and utility. Usually 
incentives within the industry are paid through commissions 
effectively lifting price, and increasing spread. 

The solution to maintaining an absolute spot price for $GOLD 
and remaining at world’s best price, while maintaining 
incentives the industry can not compete with is to provide an 
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alternate incentive structure, effectively creating the 
$BULLION token.  

The addition of $BULLION to fund the development, growth 
and ongoing application of $GOLD acts as an ideal mechanism, 
as it allows $GOLD to and act as a direct portal to wholesale 
markets for users while also allowing $GOLD holders to 
participate in $BULLION if they wish to accrue $GOLD in 
distributions over time as opposed to holding a stagnant volume 
of gold bullion. 
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